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QUESTION 1

A developer is asked to write a log containing the ID and name of the product with a variable named myProduct. Which
snippet of code should be used? 

A. Logger.warn(`The current product is ${myProduct.getID()} with name ${myProduct.getName()}\\'); 

B. Logger.warn(`The current product is {0} with name {1}\\', myProduct.getID(), myProduct.getName()); 

C. Logger.warn(`The current product is %s with name %s\\').context (myProduct.getID(), myProduct.getName()); 

D. Logger.warn(`The current product is {0} with name {1}\\'}.context (myProduct.getID(), myProduct.getName()); 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the following information: 

A merchant has this three-tier category structure setup in the Storefront catalog. 

-New Arrivals > Women > Clothing 

The category named Clothing has all the clothing items for Women and is merchandised. A Search Refinement named
Newness is correctly configured for the Clothing category. 

When a merchandiser views the Clothing category, the Search Refinement appears and works as expected. However,
the merchandiser does not see the Search Refinement when searching for Clothing via the Storefront search. What is
the reason? 

A. The Search Refinement definition is not set up for the New Arrivals category 

B. There are conflicting Search Refinement definitions for Clothing and one of its parent categories 

C. The Search Refinement definition is not set up for the Women category 

D. The Search Refinement definition is not set up for the Root category 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A Digital Developer has created a new PaymentForm controller that requires communication with the server and must
be made using the HTTPS protocol. Which code sample should the Developer use to make sure that HTTPS is used? 

A. exports.PaymentForm = guard.ensure([`http\\', `post\\', `loggedIn\\'], handlePaymentForm); 

B. exports.PaymentForm = guard.expose([`post\\', `loggedIn\\'], handlePaymentForm); 

C. exports.PaymentForm = guard.httpsPost(handlePaymentForm); 
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D. exports.PaymentForm = guard.ensure([`https\\', `post\\', `loggedIn\\'], handlePaymentForm); 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC1/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2Fjsdoc%2Fdist%2Fjs%2Fserver%
2Fapp_storefront_controllers_cartridge_controllers_PaymentInstruments.js.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer needs to share their sandbox data with a colleague working on the same realm. What is the best practice to
share data between two environments? 

A. Perform a site export and a local site import 

B. Perform a data replication from one sandbox to the other 

C. Perform a site export using the global export directory 

D. Perform a site export using the remote archive 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/architecture-of-commerce-cloud- digital/cc-digital-
configuration 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is tasked with the development of a new Page Designer Page Type, as requested by the merchant. 

How should they define the rendering logic of the page? 

A. Implement an XML file with a node 

B. Implement a JavaScript file with a render() function 

C. Implement a Controller file with a "render" route 

D. Implement a metadata JSON file with a "render" property 

Correct Answer: B 
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